The Bamboo

A traditionally shaped bamboo coffin which
is tasteful and naturally beautiful. Can be
interwoven with flowers and

foliage to provide a uniquely
personal presentation.

The Natural Seagrass

A natural handwoven oval Seagrass coffin. Comes
with base and lining. (Flowers not
included).

The Drummond

Manufactured from recycled cardboard, the

cardboard coffin provides a simple alternative to
all other coffins on the market. We can
paint or decorate the coffin
as you require.
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Coffin Selection

The Ashling

The Goodwood

moulds to the base and lid.

‘Penshaw’ panel sides, ends and raised lid.

An Oak veneer effect coffin with matching

An Oak veneer style coffin with deep routered
Pictured with an Oak stain.

The Arundel

The Middleton

moulds.

‘Penshaw’ panels sides and raised lid.

An Oak veneer style coffin with veneered matching

A Mahogany veneer style Coffin with deep routered
Pictured with a Mahogany stain.

The Amberley

The Aldwick

matching moulds and wood bar handles.

joints, panel sides, ends and raised lid. Unless

An Oak veneer style coffin with veneered

A solid Oak coffin traditionally made with butt
requested, solid pine is used for the base. F.S.C.
certified upon request.
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Coffin Selection

The Fontwell

The Oxford

A solid Mahogany coffin traditionally made
and raised lid. Unless

requested, solid pine is

An engraved coffin with contrasting fine panel details.
Any customised Colour can be supplied using a Dulux
Colour Chart.

used for the base.

The Brighton

A Pine coffin with plain lid and sides with

crafted pine handles to match. Polished or
unpolished.

European Pine - F.S.C.
certified.

Picture Coffins

Manufactured from Forest Stewardship Council

certified medium density fibre board with a variety of

different designs printed on biodegradable paper using
water based inks.

The Canterbury

A hand crafted superior solid oak style casket
with panelled sides, pillared corners
and hinged raised lid,
polished finish with

electro-brass bar handles.
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with butt joints, panel sides, ends

Coffin Selection

Child & Infants

Chestnut Willow Traditional

Child’s Casket

Manufactured from sustainable sources and available
in traditional or oval shape. With water

Illustrated in White, also available in
Yellow, Pink and Blue.
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resistant lining, chipboard

base and matching wooden
name plate (Flowers not
included).

Child’s Coffin

Illustrated in Pink also available in
White, Yellow and Blue.

Chestnut Willow Oval

Manufactured from sustainable sources

and available in traditional or oval shape.
With water resistant lining,

chipboard base and matching
wooden name plate

(Flowers not included).

Natural Willow

Manufactured from sustainable sources
in a traditional shape. With water
resistant lining, chipboard base
and matching name plate.
(Flowers not included).

Child’s Crib

Illustrated in Blue also available in
White, Yellow and Pink.

Farmyard Crib

In addition to our traditional range, the

Reflections® Child and Infant cribs offer a

personalised alternative. If you are unable
to find a design that suits your needs, a
bespoke service is also available.

FSC® certified products are indicated by use of the FSC® ticktree alongside the product. The Forest
Stewardship Council® (FSC®) certification guarantees that the wood we use comes from trees grown in
responsibly managed forests and other controlled sources

